Present:
Library Staff:
Bellan D.
Students:
Moses L., Brad P.

Classes represented:
Educational assistant – special needs support (2nd year)
Construction engineering (1st year)

Introductions and refreshments

• Welcomed the two NEW members to the meeting.

Discussion items

• Recent accomplishments as a result of feedback from last meeting
• Student observations and ideas
• Discussion of Library services and space
• AIS
• NCreads
• Recent happenings in the Library

Feedback

• A student that was unable to make it to the last meeting remarked something they wanted to see was more outlets. I was happy to let them know that this was something that was in the works and should be finished January 2017
• They said that most of their work was done on laptops so this would help get them back into the Library space and not out in the Commons
• They were unaware of the laptop and equipment loans, so now they were going to also let classmates know who have needed things like a laptop loan for Autocad
• Positives they mentioned about the Library were access to Autocad, Reserve materials, etc.
• They mentioned having more group seating would be nice, since their program requires a lot of collaboration with other students all using laptops
• One student said they weren’t aware of the Library orientation sessions available, or that the loans of equipment or cords didn’t cost them anything
• One student felt there appeared that the computers were often full, and they couldn’t get a PC at any time, but they weren’t sure in this space how we could get more
• They found they had a lot of trouble on the PCs in the Commons and would prefer being in the Library if a computer was available
• Student mentioned the copying services at Ricoh were cheaper per page than the ones in the Library. I mentioned Printing was through IT, but that I would mention it.
• They mentioned that noise and privacy can be an issue in the library and the study rooms are often booked up with no extra options for private space in Library
• They really liked the idea of Sleep Pods that I mentioned. They said when they have 3 or 4 hours between classes that something like this would be amazing to have

Reminders

I thanked them for being able to make it out, and for their great feedback. I let them know they could refer to the NCLSAT page to review the minutes, and keep an eye for updates on future meetings.